2021 Program Evaluation Results
Below you may review the different methods we used to evaluate our program and our 2021
results. We refer to our evaluation as “Reading Records” at BookTrails.
During Summer 2021, we served 213 local children. We distributed 58 scholarships and served
24 children in our BookTrails Scholars program.
Qualitative Measurement
We surveyed students on Mondays and Fridays to gauge their emotional responses to the
BookTrails experience. These are the different questions we asked:
Monday and Friday:

- What are some of the emotions you feel when reading aloud?
- What are some of the emotions you feel when your are spending time outdoors?
Only Friday:

-

What are some of the emotions that you feel when you’re at BookTrails Camp?
How did you feel not using technology while at camp?
What was your favorite part of camp this week?
What was your least favorite part?
Did you spend time this week with new friends you wouldn’t normally have seen outside
of school?
- Did you spend more time outdoors in nature this week than normal?
2021 Results:
During our 2021 summer season, we made progress on the desired impacts of improving
reader confidence and increasing comfortability in the outdoors. We found that our students
tended to choose positive words when describing emotions they feel when reading aloud,
compared with more negative-leaning emotions on Monday. For example, students
commented on Friday that they felt,“calmer than before”, “proud, not embarrassed”, and “I'm
more confident, I can do it!” and “Really fun, you get to show other people how good of a
reader you are"when asked how they feel when reading aloud.
More comments:
- "I feel happy and feel like I'm being accepted when I'm at BookTrails"
-"I haven't read to anyone not in my family before camp. I feel happy because the book we're
reading is good"

-“I’m excited for what's about to happen next in the book”
-"Now I feel more confident when reading than when I started"

We were able to collect responses from our students using the following visual aids.

Graf ti Wall
We created a Graffiti Wall with our students in 2021. Students were asked to think of one word
to describe their time at BookTrails. This provided a visual representation of our students’
experiences. Here are some of the words that were painted:

fi

Friends, Outstanding, Free, Wild, Adventurous, Safe, Magical, Reading, Nature, Thrilling

“What are some emotions that you feel when
you’re at BookTrails?”

“What was your favorite part of
BookTrails?”

Parent Survey
We survey parents on both their experience and their child’s experience with BookTrails. Our
survey asks the following questions:

-

Do you believe that your child enjoyed their week at camp? Why or why not?
How was your experience with our staff?
Would you register your child for a BookTrails program in the future?
Do you have any suggestions for us?
Please list any of the following behaviors that increased after your child’s week at BookTrails
Camp: Talking about books, Confidence in reading, Reading independently, Confidence in
writing, Reading with you, Interest in reading, Interest in nature

2021 Results:
Out of the 37 parents who responded to our survey, 100% believed their child enjoyed their
week at camp. Some of the reasons they enjoyed camp were:
- I believe the true spirit of being outdoors and reading as well as the intimacy of the groups,
has made BookTrails such a hit with my kids.
- He was tearful at the end of the week when we picked him up because he was going to miss
his new friends and miss having fun all day.
- Yes they love it, they learned new things and the most important to love reading.
- She loved feeling successful and empowered as a reader, and greatly enjoyed the social
connections.
- Our son had a FANTASTIC time at Book Trails and was there 2 weeks this summer. He loved
the hiking and being outside and being with the other kids.
100% of parents said they would sign-up their child for BookTrails in the future
Parents rated our staff a 9.9 out of 10. Some comments that were made about our staff were:
- You guys are awesome, keep up the good work! Was SO impressed at how you handled the
ever changing conditions to give my girls their only week of camp (due to COVID) and they
loved it
- Booktrails Camp never disappoints! Lots of friends, fresh air, new experiences & books.
- Loved counselors, looooved overnight, loved games, loved free reading time
- He was tearful at the end of the week when we picked him up because he was going to miss
his new friends and miss having fun all day.
- You all did a wonderful job. We will definitely be back.
- Both camps we were involved in had excellent staff and our kids repeatedly commented on
it.

Parents had many suggestions for us, most revolved around programming. Some examples
were:
- Long shot: if you’re able to expand/offer more camps, they fill up so quickly and you have
such a long wait list, clearly Booktrails is popular! Longtime attendees!
- We wish that there had been a recap at the end of a day or even the end of the week.

This chart below shows the percentage of parents who witnessed that a particular habit
increased after their child’s week at BookTrails.

2021 COVID Observations: During Summer 2021, we were fortunate to be able to run a
BookTrails Camp despite the COVID-19 pandemic. These are our observations from another
“different” summer.
- COVID impacts: We noticed an increase in the following:
- elevated student and parent stress levels
- behavior issues, including “melt-downs”
- inability to focus on longer lessons
- conflict between children and parents
- Children desired more unstructured, free time
- Other Challenges: In 2021, we struggled with a wildfire close to camp that impacted air
quality. We never had to cancel camp but had to use indoor locations to keep children from
breathing smoke.

BookTrails Scholars Evaluation
Our BookTrails Scholars Program provides weekly literacy classes for a group for 20-30 children
who are learning the English language and also struggling with their reading and writing skills.
These children also receive scholarships to attend camp with their peers.
Comments from parents of BookTrails Scholars- These comments were translated from the
parents’ native language by Integrated Community:

- He loved traveling to the camp and seeing all the beautiful things in nature. He always

wanted to go.
She talked about her journal and how she liked writing about poems and stories.
He said the staff was very kind and helped him feel better about reading.
Every day she was smiling and excited to get to the camp.
I was nervous the first day but she had so much fun that I was looking forward to hearing
about it at the end of each day.
- This experience was so good for him and got him out of the house and learning each week.

-

Teacher Comments
We collect teacher comments for our BookTrails Scholar students in the fall to collect responses
on the impact of our program. Below are comments we received.
How did participating in BookTrails Camp impact this student?
-Marissa is showing improved English and confidence in reading
-Santi is now an Amazing Reader. He loves being a part of a camp!
-Alan is showing such improvement in reading and comprehension.
-Daniela is a more confident reader and her fluency has improved. Greater oral language
fluency in both English and Spanish.
-McKenzie has improved confidence and interest in reading
-Mia is showing improved confidence and independence
-Celeste loves interacting with the reading after her two summers with BookTrails.
-Stephany really enjoys the adventure and socialization.
-Gael has improved English - built confidence in reading.
-Carlos has always been a struggling reader and not interested in reading until he was
introduced to Book Trails a few years ago. Now this program is a must for him as he continues
his literary journey and the discovery of learning to love to read and be in a safe environment
to do so.
-Yurixi is a confident and strong reader and now loves to read all genres. What is always most
notable for me is her lack of confidence in doing and experiencing the outdoors or anything
outside of her home and friend network, and our community largely in part to her cultural and
linguistic diversity. I think the BookTrails program helps kids not only read and love to read but
learn to experience more in life.

-Alfredo has grown as a reader and loves to participate in the BookTrails program.
-Abraham came from Puerto Rico where he did not have school/formal instruction in his first
language due to economic crisis of the country and school system. He is learning to read and
write in English and a program like BookTrails in imperative for someone like him to help make
reading fun, and engaging and meaningful.
-Lesley was so excited to participate in BookTrails this past Summer. She and her 2 best friends
signed up for the same week of camp which was an all week overnight camp - which she had
never done before. I was energized by her passion! She still talks about her experience at
school.
-Both Isaak and Arath (twin brothers) are now enthusiastic and wonderfully engaged learners
and readers. They love anything and everything about BookTrails and always ask to participate
in BookTrails every summer. They love this program!
-Ivana does not have many opportunities to participate in camps and after school programming
and is a very bright inquisitive young lady who thrives in an academic setting. She is always so
happy to have the opportunity to participate in BookTrails. She can and will be successful in
school and have a sense of community pride and purpose because of this program.
-She is becoming more confident all around every day and participating in BookTrails.
-Alfredo is now on grade level in reading as shown by Iready diagnostic data. We believe
BookTrails helped make that possible!
-Abraham is not on grade level in reading but has shown growth every year. It will take 7 full
years to get Abraham on grade level if we keep him in books year round. It is imperative that
he continues the BookTrails class throughout the summer to keep this momentum.
-Although both Arath and Isak on are on grade level in reading this was not always the case. As
EL students they have had to work hard to bring their LArts skills up and not only learn to read
but learn English and the rich vocabulary to comprehend. It is vital that summer reading
programs exist to support EL engagement and comprehension of different texts in authentic
settings.
-Victoria is a strong reader and a beautiful writer and recently won 1st place in our community
writing contest. She has grown exponentially, because of programs like Book Trails, as a reader
and is at grade level in language arts.
-Ivana is a very strong reader and on grade level in language arts, thanks to programs like
BookTrails which kept her on track during the summer break.

